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จจุบนั เราคงได้ยินข่าวคราวมิจฉาชีพ ขบวนการ Call Center ที่มกั

มาพร้อมอุบายล่อลวงหลอกใหม่ ๆ ที่แยบยลมากขึน้ หรือการใช้บญ
ั ชีมา้ เป็ น
เครื่องมือสาคัญในการกระทาความผิด ซึง่ กระบวนการเหล่านีล้ ว้ นเป็นการฉ้อโกง
ทางการเงิน หรือ Financial Fraud ทัง้ นีข้ บวนการ Call Center ไม่ได้เป็ นแค่รูปแบบ
เดียวของ Financial Fraud ยังมีการฉ้อโกงอีกหลายประเภท สร้างความเสียหาย
ให้กบั ประชาชนและประเทศอย่างมหาศาล สิ่งที่สาคัญที่สดุ คือ การสร้างความรู ้
ความเข้าใจให้กบั ประชาชนถึงภัยทางการเงินที่อยูใ่ กล้ตวั กว่าที่คดิ

Introduction
Financial fraud happens when someone deprives you of
your money or otherwise harms your financial health through
misleading, deceptive, or other illegal practices. This can be
done through a variety of methods such as identity theft
or investment fraud and more.

What is Financial Fraud ?
Financial fraud can be broadly defined as an intentional act
of deception involving transactions for the purpose of a
personal gain.
Fraud and financial crimes are a form of theft/larceny that
occur when a person or entity takes money or property, or
uses them in an illicit manner, with the intent to gain a benefit
from it.

Why is Financial Fraud important?
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IT Risk

นาเงินออกจากบริษัทไปใช้สว่ นตัวอย่างถูกต้อง
ทาได้หรือไม่???

Types of financial fraud
-Financial Statement Fraud
-Financial Scam, Con and Swindle

Financial Statement Fraud
What Is Financial Statement Fraud?
Financial statement fraud is the deliberate
misrepresentation of a company’s financial
statements, whether through omission or
exaggeration, to create a more positive
impression of the company’s financial
position, performance and cash flow.

What is the purpose of financial
statement fraud?
Financial statement fraud is intended to
mislead the users of financial information to
create a better picture of the company's
financial position, performance and cash
flows.

Key Takeaways
•

Financial statement fraud is committed when people with access to
financial documents and information manipulate data to make the
company appear more successful.

•

Warning signs for financial statement fraud are numerous and fall into
four categories: financial, behavioral, organizational and business.

•

To detect fraud, have an auditor analyze the relationships between
different financial numbers and compare the ratios to years past or
industry norms.

•

The No. 1 way to prevent financial statement fraud is to have in place a
system of strong internal controls that enforce the segregation of duties
so that no single employee has authorization to view and alter all
financial data. This can be automated through an enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system.

Types of Financial Statement Fraud

Financial Statement Fraud Warning Signs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Rising revenue without corresponding growth in cash flow — this is the most
common warning sign of financial statement fraud.
Consistent sales growth while competitors are struggling.
A spike in performance in the final reporting quarter of the year.
A significant, unexplained change in assets or liabilities.
Unusual increases in the book value of assets, such as inventory and
receivables.
Missing or altered documents.
Discrepancies and unexplained items and/or transactions on accounting
reconciliations, such as invoices that go unrecorded in the company’s financial
books.
Aggressive revenue recognition practices, such as recognizing revenue in
earlier periods than when the product was sold or the service was delivered.
Growth in sales without commensurate growth in inventory — or vice versa.
Improper capitalization of expenses in excess of industry norms.

Behavioral warning signs
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

A manager or accountant living beyond their means and/or
having financial difficulties.
Dishonest, hostile, aggressive and unreasonable
management attitudes.
Control issues, such as an unwillingness to share duties
pertaining to company finances.
Management displays inordinate concern with managing
the reputation of the business.
Loans to executives or other related parties that are written
off.
Inexperienced or lax management and/or accountants.
Sudden replacement of an auditor resulting in missing
paperwork.

Organizational warning signs
• Frequent organizational changes, such as unusually
high turnover in management or key accounting
personnel.
• Unexplained or disproportionate management
bonuses based on short-term targets.
• Operating and financial decisions dominated by a
single person or a few people acting in concert.
• A board of directors full of insiders.
• Undue emphasis on meeting quantitative targets.
• Sloppy or manual management/operational business
processes, as opposed to automated processes
embodied in business software.

Business warning signs
• Profitability and/or operating margins that are out of
line with peers.
• Significant investments in volatile industries or during
industry turndowns.
• Unusually high revenue and low expenses at times that
can’t be explained by seasonality.
• Operating results that are highly sensitive to economic
factors, like inflation, interest rates and unemployment.

Tips to Prevent Financial Statement Fraud
•
•
•
•

Institute strong internal controls
Perform periodic audits of financial statements
Set a tone of honesty at the top
Use enterprise resource planning (ERP) accounting
software
• Establish an internal hotline/reporting system
• Don’t tie management bonuses and compensation to
short term goals
• Follow up on gut instincts

การทุจริตโดยการตกแต่งงบการเงิน
การทุจริตโดยการตกแต่งงบการเงินมีแนวโน้มเพิ่มสูงขึน้ และมีมลู ค่าความเสียหายต่อผูใ้ ช้
งบการเงินเป็ นอย่างมาก จะเห็นได้จากการล้มละลายของบริษัทขนาดใหญ่ใน
ต่างประเทศหลายแห่ง
การตกแต่งงบการเงินเพื่อให้ราคาหุน้ ของบริษัทเพิ่มสูงขึน้ และสร้างความมั่งคั่งให้กบั
กิจการ การตกแต่งงบการเงิน เช่น การตกแต่งการเลื่อนการรับรูร้ ายได้ การตกแต่งมูลค่า
สินทรัพย์ การตกแต่งรายได้ปลอม การตกแต่งการปกปิ ดหนีส้ นิ ้ การตกแต่งไม่ตงั้ ค่าเผื่อ
หนีส้ งสัยจะสูญ และการตกแต่งค่าใช้จ่ายจ่ายล่วงหน้า

การตกแต่งดังกล่าว ส่งผลกระทบต่อความน่าเชื่อถือในระบบการจัดทาและการนาเสนอ
งบการเงิน ทาให้ผใู้ ช้งบการเงิน ไม่วา่ จะเป็ น เจ้าหนี ้ ผูผ้ ถู้ ือหุน้ หรือผูท้ ่ีเกี่ยวข้องนาไปใช้
ประโยชน์ในการตัดสินใจผิดพลาด โดยเฉพาะนักลงทุนที่ตอ้ งการลงทุนในตลาดทุน

Financial Scam, Con and Swindle

Most Common Types of Financial Fraud
To Beware Of
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identity theft that leads to loan fraud, credit fraud, and
bank scams
Advance fee fraud
Cashier’s check or fake check fraud
Tax refund fraud
Fraudulent charities
Credit card fraud
Financial account takeovers
Ponzi schemes and other investment frauds
Small business fraud (embezzlement, employee theft, etc.)
Romance scams or pig butchering scams.

1. Identity Theft Leading to Credit,
Bank, or Loan Fraud
Identity theft refers to any kind of fraud committed by stealing personal
information. An identity thief uses your personally identifiable
information (PII) — such as your name, birthday, and Social Security
number (SSN) — to gain access to your accounts and assets.
An identity thief can drain your bank account, or open new loans in your
name.

How does identity theft happen?
Criminals have a few options when it comes to stealing your sensitive
information.
They might target you with a phishing attack where they email, call, or
text pretending to be from your bank. Or, they could target you with a
cyber attack to get you to install malware on your devices that steals
your logins and passwords.
the easiest way to steal your identity is to buy your personal information
off the Dark Web.
Hackers have stolen billions of pieces through data breaches.

How do you know you're being targeted?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unfamiliar transactions on your credit card.
Strange charges on your bank statements.
New credit cards or loans in your name.
Calls from debt collectors about purchases you didn’t make.
Calls verifying unfamiliar purchases.
Fraud alerts from your bank or credit monitoring service.

What to do if you’re a victim
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You’ll need to take different actions depending on what
financial fraud a criminal has committed under your name. But
in all cases, you’ll want to:
Contact all impacted companies and financial institutions.
Contact police .
Freeze or cancel affected accounts.
Set up a credit freeze or lock to stop further financial fraud.
Review your credit report and dispute any fraudulent activity
Change your account passwords .
Enable two-factor authentication (2FA) using an authenticator
app.

2. Advance Fee Fraud
Advance fee fraud is when a thief requires you to send money in
advance for payments, products, or services. But in the end, they
either aren't what was promised, or never arrive.
One common example is a con artist claiming to get you a better deal
on a loan or reverse mortgage in return for a “finder’s fee”. They’ll
ask you to sign a contract that requires you to pay the fee once they
introduce you to the financing source.

What are the warning signs?
•
•
•
•

A business asking you for prepayment for services such as
securing a loans
Businesses or individuals that operate out of PO boxes or
mail drops.
Individuals that you can’t reach directly (i.e., they’re never in
when you call but will call you back later).
Asking you to sign a contract like a non-disclosure agreement
(NDA) that limits you from discussing the deal with other
people.

What to do if you’re a victim
if you’ve been a victim of advance fee fraud, there usually
isn’t a way to get your money back.
Be wary of any offer that seems too good to be true

3. Cashier’s Check and Fake Check Fraud
The cashier’s check fraud is a simple bank scam that relies on the fact
that it can take weeks for a cashier’s check to be verified. Reports of
this scam have grown by 65% since 2020 prompting all the more
reason to be aware.

How does cashier’s check fraud happen?
Scammers send a forged cashier’s check with false information,
which you’re able to deposit without a problem. They ask you to
make a withdrawal of some or all of the money and send it to them
or a third party and keep some of the money for yourself.
When the check is discovered to be bank fraud or the check bounces
a few days later, the scammer is gone and the money will be taken
out of your account

What to do if you’re a victim
If you’ve deposited a cashier’s check and sent the scammer a
wire transfer, there isn’t a way to get your money back.
If you’ve only deposited a cashier’s check, don’t send money
back to the scammer unless you received money.

4. Tax Refund Fraud
Most people get stressed when dealing with their taxes.
That makes tax fraud an appealing target for financial
scams. One of the most common ones is tax refund fraud.

How does tax refund fraud happen?
Tax refund fraud is a type of identity theft
In 2020,5.2 million tax returns as fraudulent
A fraudster pretends to be from the revenue department and
demands personal information or payment for taxes owing.

What to do if you’re a victim
If you’ve given them your bank information, call your financial
institution’s fraud department.

5. Fraudulent Charities
Charity fraud entails creating a fake charity and collecting
“donations”.
How does charity fraud happen?
Scammers create fake charities that sound like ones you
know and trust. These scams are especially common during
natural disasters or international news events.

What are the warning signs?
Pressuring you to donate or even offering to pick up the
money in person.
Using unsecured websites. (A secure website uses “https://”
not “http://”).

What to do if you’re a victim
If you’re a victim of charity fraud,there usually isn’t a way to
reclaim the money you’ve given.
Be wary of unfamiliar charities asking for donations.

6. Credit Card Fraud
There are several ways that criminals can steal your credit card
information. They could steal your physical card, trick you into entering
information on a phishing website or email, or buy your details on the Dark
Web
Hackers can also create a clone of your physical card using just your credit
card numbers.

What are the warning signs?
•
•
•
•
•

Suspicious transactions on your credit card or bank statement.
Small unfamiliar charges on your account.
Fraud alerts from your bank, credit card issuer, or credit monitoring
service.
Calls from creditors about purchases you didn’t make or new accounts
you didn’t open.
Transactions from locations you haven’t been (i.e., foreign countries).

What to do if you’re a victim
If a scammer has access to your credit card, you’ll want to act fast
and shut down your compromised accounts and prevent credit
card fraud.

Contact card issuer, or financial institution and explain the
situation. They’ll be able to help you freeze or close your accounts
and get new cards. Contact police if your physical card was stolen.
Next, review your credit report for any fraudulent activity and
dispute the charges. Finally, you’ll want to set up a credit freeze or
fraud alert to stop further transactions.
If a criminal has access to your credit card, they most likely have
other sensitive information. Change all your account passwords to
be more secure.

7. Financial Account Takeovers
When an identity thief scams you online to gain access to one of your
online financial accounts it’s known as an account takeover. A recent
study showed that as many as 38% of consumers had been victims of
account takeovers

How do financial account takeovers happen?
someone gains access to your email and password through phishing, a
data breach, or an emerging cyber threat such as they steal your
credentials while using public Wi-Fi.
Hackers not only want access to your accounts at financial institutions,
there are plenty of other valuable accounts that many users don’t
secure. For example, a thief can buy goods with access to your Amazon
account.
if you reuse passwords or use single-sign on accounts (i.e., log-in with
Facebook), they can access multiple accounts with a single takeover.

What are the warning signs?
•
•

•
•
•
•

Being locked out of your financial or social media accounts.
Notifications of failed login attempts or two-factor authentication codes you didn’t
ask for.
Your account looks different.
Strange messages sent from your social media accounts.
Alerts that someone logged into your account from a different IP address or location.
The email or phone number associated with the account is changed without your
permission

What to do if you’re a victim
Contact the impacted companies .
You’ll want to change all your passwords. Use strong pass phrases that combine letters,
numbers, and symbols. Consider a password manager for keeping them safe.

Whenever possible, enable two-factor authentication (2FA) on your online accounts. This is a
special, one-time code that’s required to log into your accounts along with your password
and username.

8. Ponzi Schemes and Other Investment Fraud
investment fraud gets you to put money into an investment that
isn’t real. like Ponzi schemes, the most common fraud schemes
are simple: the thief disappears with your money.

How does investment fraud happen?
Fraudsters often lure victims with promises of large gains, little
risk, and once-in-a-lifetime opportunities. In many cases,
investment schemes target affinity groups — such as people who
share a common religion or cultural background — to build trust.

Sometimes the supposed investors are asked to sign nondisclosure agreements, which can keep victims quiet once the
thieves disappear

What are the warning signs?
• Special investment offers sent though unsolicited
emails.
• One-of-a-kind or too-good-to-be-true opportunities.
• Investment schemes where the company is new or you
can’t find additional information about them online.
• Investors asking you to sign an NDA before sending
payment.

What to do if you’re a victim
Victims of investment fraud should report the fraud to police
it’s unlikely you’ll recover money from this type of scam.

9. Small Business Financial Fraud
(Embezzlement, Misuse, etc.)
If you’re a business owner or entrepreneur, you’re at risk for financial
fraud. Losses from employee theft, embezzlement, and misuse of
funds makes up for $50 billion dollars a year.
Your employees can steal from your business in several ways. The
most common scams are embezzlement and misappropriation of
funds.
Generally, white-collar crimes occur when employees have financial
power without oversight and control.
Often the fraudsters are trusted employees, which makes this an
emotionally devastating type of financial crime

What are some warning signs?
•
•
•

Missing inventory or a higher-level of loss than you expect.
Unexplained expenses on your company credit card.
Employees who suddenly show signs of financial gain they
can’t explain.

What to do if you’re a victim
If you suspect an employee is embezzling money from your
company, speak to a lawyer and other experts. These are sensitive
cases. You’ll need legal advice to handle the situation correctly.
In the future, restrict access to financial information to only trusted
employees who need access for their day-to-day work and perform
regular audits.

10. Romance Scams
A romance scam is a confidence trick involving feigning romantic
intentions towards a victim, gaining the victim's affection, and then
using that goodwill to get the victim to send money to the scammer
under false pretenses or to commit fraud against the victim.
The scammer’s intention is to establish a relationship as quickly as
possible, endear himself to the victim, and gain trust. Scammers
may propose marriage and make plans to meet in person, but that
will never happen. Eventually, they will ask for money.

10. Romance Scams

10. Romance Scams

Tips for Avoiding Romance Scams:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Be careful what you post and make public online. Scammers can use
details shared on social media and dating sites to better understand
and target you.
Research the person’s photo and profile using online searches to see if
the image, name, or details have been used elsewhere.
Go slowly and ask lots of questions.
Beware if the individual seems too perfect or quickly asks you to leave a
dating service or social media site to communicate directly.
Beware if the individual attempts to isolate you from friends and family
or requests inappropriate photos or financial information that could
later be used to extort you.
Beware if the individual promises to meet in person but then always
comes up with an excuse why he or she can’t. If you haven’t met the
person after a few months, for whatever reason, you have good reason
to be suspicious.
Never send money to anyone you have only communicated with online
or by phone.

Protect Yourself From
Investment Scams
Office of Investor Education and Advocacy
United States Securities and Exchange Commission

Name

Date

What is Crypto Fraud?
Crypto fraud refers to all events or transactions which lead to
individuals losing their crypto assets to fraud and scams,
Happens due to the use of fake and stolen identities by fraudsters.
Fraudsters have exploited security weaknesses in crypto exchanges
and other crypto and DeFi organisations due to the lack of
strong Identity Verification and Authentication.
Investing in cryptocurrency and other crypto assets are all
decentralised investments and therefore it can be seen as DeFi fraud .
They are typically stored, transferred, or traded electronically. Crypto
assets include cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum,
andsecurity tokens.

4 Scenarios of Crypto Fraud
Many ways in which crypto fraud can happen, but they have the same objective:
to steal the user’s hard-earned crypto assets.
The following are a few of many scenarios:
1. Fraudsters can hack a user’s crypto wallet and steal their cryptocurrency and
other crypto assets. The most common way which fraudsters gain access and
control to the user’s wallet accounts is through phishing, and installing malware
on their devices.
2. Fraudsters often use social media platforms to convince users about investment
or mining opportunities offering high profits. Asking for a payment in
cryptocurrency, making them victims of investment fraud too. The crypto
exchange can’t do anything to retrieve the user’s assets because they’re not
regulated.
3. Initial coin offering scams refers to the first offering of a cryptocurrency. They
make users buy a promising cryptocurrency which has been purely fabricated for
fraud and scam purposes.
4. Fraudsters also commit what are known as “scams on scams.” They target
existing victims who are vulnerable and promise to help them get their losses
back. But instead, they just end up taking more money from them.

Centralised Finance (CeFi) and Decentralised Finance
(DeFi)
Centralised Finance refers to the traditional financial practices by banking
institutions which are controlled centrally. On the other hand, Decentralised
Finance (DeFi) is a recent shift from traditional centralised financial systems.
Instead of having third party intermediaries which are typically involved in
traditional banking such as brokerages and exchanges.
DeFi enables with the use of decentralised technologies and cryptocurrency
which are built on the blockchain. The purpose of this is to manage financial
transactions. Such revolutionary financial changes may also bring threats
that naturally happen as we adapt to them. With the rise of DeFi, there has
also been a large increase in crypto fraud.

DeFi has a lot of potential for fraud because there are no intermediaries
between users. All activity is automated with smart contracts. A
recent article points out the absence of regulations within DeFi.

The Blockchain and Cryptocurrency
All digital data is stored in blockchains electronically. A blockchain stores a
distributed database which is shared on the nodes of a computer network.
Blockchains remove the need for a third party and regulators as records of
transactions are meant to be secured and decentralised.
Cryptocurrency is the most well-known type of crypto asset and with the
increase of interest in digital assets, there is also an increase in fraud.

All decentralised activity takes place on the blockchain, and because
blockchain technologies aren’t regulated. If crypto assets are lost, there are
gone forever.The main reason is due to the lack of having a central entity
that traditional banks have, and they aren’t protected by organizations like
the FCA (The Financial Conduct Authority )or FSCS (The Financial Services
Compensation Scheme)in the UK or FTC( Federal Trade Commission)in the
USA.

Ways to prevent crypto fraud
The golden rule when it comes to crypto fraud and scams is if users have to question
themselves twice about it then it’s worth avoiding it. So, the best way for now until
there are stronger fraud prevention methods in place, is to create awareness about
the dangers around DeFi if there isn’t knowledge about the vulnerabilities which users
face daily in the world of crypto and DeFi.
Users should not trust strangers on social media channels. If someone reaches out
offering to help, they should think twice before believing them. Fraudsters often ask
for ‘investment’ payments in cryptocurrency. They even offer to help to set up a crypto
wallet too, for those that don’t have one.
Avoiding unknown links or attachments which have been received via email, text
message or on social media. Fraudsters trick people by sending a malicious attachment
which contains malware that will instantly be downloaded on the device to steal data,
users must be particularly careful with excel attachments.

User must only invest in projects that have a proven roadmap and years or
development or that have founders that have been in the crypto space for a long time
and have good reputation.Having enough knowledge about DeFi and crypto assets
before investing or managing any crypto elements is key, to make sure to take a smart
and careful approach when investing.

Key findings
From January 2021 to March 2022, there has been a $1 billion loss
to cryptocurrency scams alone. As opposed to bank transfer or
payment fraud losses amounting to $756 million in the whole of
2021.

Fraud losses through DeFi platforms increased from $1.5 billion in
2021 to $10.5 billion in 2022. Resulting in a 600% increase.
From January 2021 through March 2022, $417 million in
cryptocurrency was lost to fraud originating on social media. $273
million of these losses were to investment fraud, $69 million lost to
romance and $35 million lost to business imposters.
The first three months of 2022 fraudsters have stolen over $1.22
million across DeFi projects.

Crypto Fraud Prevention with Strong
Identity Verification
The crypto and DeFi sector is still considered new and innovative, but
regulations around fraud detection and prevention are evolving, mainly to
prevent money laundering and identity theft. The use of fake and stolen
identities to take over someone’s account and steal their crypto assets is a
growing concern.
As interest for crypto assets increases, organisations should also increase
their safety when it comes to verifying the identity of their users. It is very
important to authenticate users to ensure that it is not a fraudster.
This can be achieved with powerful and advanced facial recognition
and biometric liveness detection. This is to prevent fraudsters from easily
accessing and controlling a user’s assets. This can happen through account
takeover, phishing scams, malicious attachments, or any of the other many
ways fraudsters steal data.

Crypto Fraud Prevention with Strong
Identity Verification
The safety of the users’ assets should be achieved by having strong
fraud detection and prevention systems in place to protect the
customers and their data. If there are stronger KYC procedures in
place to verify and authenticate the real customer.

The attraction to DeFi and crypto assets is spreading fast, thus there
is still plenty of room for growth in this area. Organisations must be
competent to keep up with fraudsters’ attacks.

Fraud and Cyber Crime
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